
Operating Systems: Introduction

An Operating System (OS) is just a program, often called the
kernel or monitor

Its purpose is to

• Manage the resources of the computer
• Provide the applications programmer (N.B., not the end

user of applications) with a usable programming interface
to access those resources

The interface that the end user interacts with is not part of
the OS

It’s just another program that uses the OS

If the end-user sees it, it’s not part of this course!
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• Hardware: cpu, memory, disk, network, sound, video,
keyboard, mouse, printer, camera, . . .

• Software: anything that controls the above, though use of
the cpu is a primary focus
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Limited?

Surely computers are so big and fast these days there is no
scarcity on resources?

Actually, most computers are small and very limited!

E.g., mobile phones have strict limitations on memory, cpu
power and energy consumption

Even big computers are not yet big enough for many people
My laptop is currently running about 370 programs
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Resources
Protection

Protection comes in many forms

• Preventing one program from accidentally (or intentionally)
corrupting another program or data on the same or another
machine: security

• Ensuring certain resources are only available to those
programs that are allowed: authorisation

• Ensuring that a given program has the authorisation it
claims to have: authentication

• Protecting you from your own stupid mistakes (Did you
really want to delete that?)
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Resources
Criteria

Popular criteria include

• Responsiveness: making a program respond snappily or
processing network packets as they arrive

• Real Time: certain events must be dealt with in a (small)
fixed amount of time, e.g., the controlling flaps on an
airplane’s wing, video streaming

• Security: prevention of accidental or malicious access or
modification
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